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Introduction
The use of the phenomenon of acoustic emission
(AE) in technical diagnostics of different units suggests

the accomplishing of studies that are directed to the establishment of interconnection between parameters of the
registered signals and the parameters of processes taking
place in material structure under action of different fac-
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tors. The research of AE appearing at plastic deformation
and destruction of materials has a particular interest. It is
caused by the fact that these processes have the decisive
influence on bearing strength of units.
There are many works related to the research of
acoustic emission regularities at static and dynamic loading of materials. At the same time, the results received
frequently do not correlate with each other and even have
a contradictory character. This concerns both theoretical
and experimental results of studies. For example, the
modeling of AE signals allows not only the extension of
the overview of the phenomenon of AE but also the determination of directions of research of information parameters for the check. Such modeling of signals at the
formation of cracks in material, carried out with the use
of different approaches (dislocation models of crack formation, formation of fragile crack at the direct atomic decoupling, calculation of alteration in the fields of strain
and dislocations at formation of cracks of the normal tearing off and transversal shear, show that primary AE signal is a videopulse [21, 20, 11, 25, 4, 7]. Research results
show, however, that the parameters of AE signals, received at different approaches in the creation of models,
differ among themselves. The duration of fore wavefront
(signal) of AE coincides with the time crack opening and
for a crack of normal tearing off makes a size of
τ 1= 2l / c1 , where 2 l is the length of a crack and с1 is
the velocity of longitudinal waves [22]. The duration of
fore front τ 1 and its steepness S B is defined through velocity of the crack expansion υ T and time of its bound
τ 1 = t c , the duration of the fore front being equal to time
of bound, and the steepness has a more complex expression S в = 2συ т /(ρс12 ) , where σ is cleavage stress of
destruction [8]. Duration of the forefront is bound to the
area of destruction: t m = a S where a is the constant,
the numeral value of which for different materials lies between (1.5 – 2.5), S - the square of destruction (the appearing crack) [2].
Unlike theoretical research data, analysis of the experimental results based on the registration of AE is frequently conducted by exploring amplitudes of AE signals, because it is determined that at the approach to the
critical stage of destruction there is an increase in the
number of high amplitude AE signals. At the subcritical
growth of a crack, when increment of a crack is insignificant and much less that the length of the crack itself, it is
supposed that the absence of the imposition of AE signals, the number of correlations describing interconnection of increase in length of crack with amplitude of AE
signals is defined. This connection is represented in the
following way: ∑ ∆l i ~ ∑ U i2 , where ∆l i is size of i-st
i

i

step of crack propagation and U i is the amplitude of i-st
AE signal [9]. Such a connection is represented in another
way: ∑ ∆l i ~ ∑ (U i ) 2 [5]. For this correlation a fraci

i

tional degree is received: ∑ ∆l i ~ ∑ (U i' ) 2 / 3 , where ini

tegral amplitude of a signal is used for the time span of
∆t i

crack growth U i' =

∫U

i

(t ) dt [11]. Other possible corre-

0

lations relating to the amplitude AE signals with the parameters of the crack growth have been also analyzed, for
example, with its area [23, 6].
There are fewer works related to research of AE at
plastic deformation of materials than there are about
crack formation. At plastic deformation, as a rule, dependence of the modification of the quantity of AE signals is analyzed. In this case, in the theoretical and experimental correlations, the dependence between the
modification of quantity of AE signals and the coefficient
of strain intensity КI is investigated [11, 8, 10]. In this
case, based on the supposition that if material possesses
sufficient plasticity, and the modification of volume of
plastic area is the main source of AE signals, the number
of signals must be proportional to the number of elementary sources in the plastic deformed volume, i.e., where
Vр is the plastic deformed volume of material, the size of
which is defined by the coefficient of strain intensity of
КI [3]. The works do not give an analysis of the parameters of individual AE signals. One of the reasons for the
lack of experimental research of parameters of AE signals
at plastic deformation is the absence of any models that
are suitable to experimental verification and of clear criteria for the selection of the signals.
A theoretical description of AE signals was made
both at formation and propagation of the crack in material
and flowage [13, 15, 14]. In these works, unlike those
quoted above, the modeling of AE signals at crack formation is based on the supposition that destruction of material takes place in the area of heterogeneity, when local
strains get the tensile strength. Destruction of every local
area of material is accompanied by elementary pulses,
which in aggregate form the AE signal. It is principally
important that such a model supposes the possibility of
the account of the influence of kinetics of process of destruction on the acoustic radiation, including the process
of the self-acceleration crack growth. During plastic deformation, the AE signal is examined as a result of imposition of the pulses radiated by any dislocation that moves
independently. At the modeling of AE signals, in accordance with the developed models, the good correlation of
their form with the form of the real AE signals is received
[13, 15, 14, 12]. The calculations of AE signal parameters, allowed intercommunication between the parameters
of signals and parameters of an appearing crack to be defined [16]. This intercommunication is not set experimentally, however.
Thus, the problem of establishing the interconnection between the AE signal parameters and the processes
that take place in material appears extraordinarily actual.
It can be fixed only during detailed experiments connected with the use of more sophisticated methods of recording and processing the AE signal, methods that give
the opportunity to analyze both forms of signals and determine their parameters. Thus, in such research, the
character of AE radiation and its parameters must be
properly correlated with the properties of the defect that

i
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appears, the determination of which is one of main difficulties of the experiments conducted.
In this work, the results of experimental research of
AE signals are presented at the formation of a fragile
crack at destruction of graphite models with different dimensions. The data from the processing of AE signals,
received with the use of a mobile AE system that allows
temporal associations of the modification of the primary
and secondary parameters of the registered signals to be
received, can be analyzed and processed according to parameters and forms. The results of processing the AE signal demonstrated a selfacceleration character of the crack
propagation, very complicated kinetics of destruction
process, accompanied with the local braking and acceleration of developing process. It will be showed that the
area under the curve of the AE signals is directly proportional to the area of the crack that appears, which has
good correlation with the model of presentation of destruction process [13, 15, 14].

Test method
The processes of material loading, as is generally
known, are accompanied by the development of microand macro deformations in their structure, by the formation of submicro- and microcracks, which are characterized by the different volume of the material that is involved in the process and the different area of the cracks
that appear [17]. Reproducing of the indicated values
repetition during material tests can be regarded as a complication task. Therefore for obtaining reliable dependencies of modification of AE signals parameters from the
parameters of developing defects, and, above all, parameters of appearing cracks, it is necessary to have model
materials. Graphite belongs to the class of materials, the
structure of which allows the above-mentioned conditions
to be satisfied.
The structure of graphite is a continuous row of layers parallel to the basic plane and consisting of carbon
hexagonal atoms related to each other, and the distance
between any neighboring atoms of carbon in the enplane
base layer is less than the distance between atoms in
neighboring layers. The link between atoms within the
limits of a layer is metallic and more intensive than it is
between atoms from different layers, which have Van der
Waals type links. This results in the anisotropy of physical properties of graphite in the directions that are parallel
and perpendicular to the layers. At molding of graphite
we get polycrystal models with the arbitrary orientation
of polycrystal axes, though there is some anisotropy of its
properties, related to the direction of molding. At the
identical condition of loading of equivalent models it is
possible to expect the reproduction of cracks of approximately identical size. Due to this, graphite has found a
use as an imitator of AE signals during the calibration of
AE equipment [2, 27].
For this research 20 standard bars made of graphite
of identical hardness of НВ and diameters of 0.3 mm, 0.5
mm, 0.7 mm, 0.9 mm, and 2 mm were used. During the
tests, bars were set in opening drilled in a plastic plate at
an angle of 300 and at a depth of 5 mm (Fig 1). Their

loading was carried out with a permanent velocity equal
to 1 mm/min, in the direction perpendicular to the axis of
the bar.

Fig 1. Method of testing graphite bars

At a distance of 100 mm from the pinhole on the
plate, an AE sensor was set in a layer of acoustictransparent lubricant (Fig 1). Electric signals from the
output of the sensor were increased by an amplifying
unit, transformed into a digital code, and recorded by a
personal computer. Further signal processing was carried
out with the use of software (MS). The AE sensor was a
broadband sensor with a bandwidth equal to the bandwidth of the amplifying unit, 100 кHz – 2000 кHz. The
sensitivity of the amplifying unit was 7 µkV and the amplification coefficient was 20000. The software used was
an independent integrated environment in which all processes of handling measurements, processing the recorded
information, and presenting its results are performed as
modification of AE signals parameters in time [1]. Thus
the measuring system carries out the storage of initial AE
signals, determination of criteria estimations with the
purpose of selection of signals from cracks, and the
calculation of parameters of every individual signal:
amplitude, power, energy, duration, etc.

Results obtained
Tests of graphite models have shown that their loading is accompanied by the radiation of AE signals, which
appear at the moment of destruction of graphite (Fig 2).
Thus signals do not appear before destruction.
Figure 2 shows that the average amplitude of AE
signals is a result of time scale, which considerably exceeds time of destruction process. Such presentation of
results shows the presence of single splash that is identical for all tested models. We can note that in many works
devoted to the research of AE, the results of measuring
are represented as average associations of modification of
parameters of AE signals, similar to the splash that are
presented in Figure 2. Such an approach, however, does
not allow an analysis of the parameters of the individual
signals recorded during the tests of models and caused by
processes that take place in their structure to be conducted.
The tests conducted show that at the destruction of
the graphite bars, a few AE signals (3-5 signals) follow in
sequence in small intervals of time, are fixed. Thus the
first of these signals has maximal energy that by twothree orders exceeds the energy of the other AE signals.
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The Energy of this first signal amounts to more than 99%
of general recorded energy. Presumably, the second and
following signals registered are related to imperfections
of the method of testing (friction, impacting of blasted
parts, etc). Therefore, the analysis was later conducted
only for the first AE signal.

c)

Fig 2. Dependence of modification of the average amplitude of
AE signals during testing of graphite bar with a diameter 0.3
mm. Average time is 0.1 ms

d)

It should be noted that the first signal processing
with the use of criterion of Кр confirms, that this AE signal is a signal from a crack [27, 26].
Figure 3 presents the characteristic AE signals received during the test of graphite models of different diameters. It is clear from Figure 3 that the recorded AE
signals have a rather complicated form. At the fore and
back fronts of signals, there is a modification of their
steep nesses and non-regularities of amplitude. However,
the value of amplitude non-regularities at the fronts of
signals changes with the modification of the diameter of
the bars. For the bar with the smallest diameter,

а)

b)

e)
Fig 3. AE signals forms recorded at destruction of graphite bars
in accordance with the method presented in Fig.1, a. Diameter
of bars: a – 0.3 мм; b – 0.5 мм; c – 0.7 мм; d - 0.9 мм; e – 2
mm. t1, t2 are moments of time of modification of velocity of
crack growth in the initial stage of its propagation; t3, t4– moments of time of the non-regular growth of crack

These non-regularities of amplitude are insignificant. With the increase in diameter, these non-regularities
increase, so that for the greatest diameter there is the impression that the recorded signal appears as the sum of a
few poorly blocked signals.
The complicated form of the recorded AE signals,
cut up by the non-regularities of amplitude, is evidence
that crack propagation in the models tested is characterized by an uneven (unstable) appearance, which is presumably caused by the modification of the velocity of
their appearance and growth. In accordance with the
character of the modification of the AE signals, the noted
modifications of velocity in the appearance and growth of
cracks exist, both on initial (fore front of signal) and
eventual stages (back front of signal) of its development.
It follows from the data received that the instability of
crack growth showing up in the non-regularities of amplitude changes with the increase in diameter of the graphite
models tested. For the small diameter the cut up of AE
signal is not considerable (Fig 3, a). That is related to the
almost continuous crack propagation [12]. With the in-
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crease in the diameter of models, the cut up of signals increases (Fig 3). That is, probably related to the propagation of a crack-taking place in stages or surges in large
diameter models. Thus, at first there is the formation of
an initial crack of a certain size, and in the future it develops by stages, eventually leading to the complete destruction of the model.

Analysis of AE signals
As mentioned above, the cut up of AE signals indicate the change of kinetics of crack propagation or related
to the change a velocity of crack propagation. Because it
was not possible to track the process of crack formation
and growth (with fixing of geometrical sizes and instantaneous position), we carried out a search for parameters
related to the recorded signals with the geometrical parameters of the tested graphite bars. According to the accepted method of tests, models were destroyed transversal to the axis of a bar. This is why it is natural to analyze
the alteration in the parameters of AE signals depending
on the square of the cross section of the bars.
For example, Figure 4 show the graph of relation of
duration of AE signals which is resulted from the area of
bars cross-section: τ = f1(ST). The values of AE signals
duration are marked by areas, corresponding to the average values received for every group of bars of identical
diameter. In fig. 4 it is visible that with the increase in the
area of the bars, the duration of signals increases. However, this growth takes place slower than the growth in
the area of the cross-section of the bars, and, consequently, the area of the crack that appears. The approximation of the data presented in Fig. 4, shows that they are
described by the expression τ = kSTn . Thus, the index of

Figure 5 presents the dependence of the alteration of
maximal amplitude of the AE signals registered on the
area of bars: Umax=f2(ST). The value of amplitudes of AE
signals shown on the graph, and marked by areas, corresponds to the mean values received for every group of
bars of identical diameter. It is visible in Figure 5 that
with the increase of the area of the bars, the amplitude of
AE signals increases similarly. However, a large part of
this growth takes place more slowly than the growth in
the area of the cross-section of the bars. Approximation
of the data presented in Figure 5, has shown that they are
also defined by the relation of a power function with the
index of power n = 0.44. Actually, according to the approximation, it is possible to consider that the maximal
amplitude is proportional to the diameter of the bars. The
received proportionality of AE signal maximum amplitude to diameter of bars does not correspond with known
information and is difficult to explain. Quite obviously,
that the value of AE amplitude must depend on failure
strain, i.e. it does not depend on the diameter of the samples.
The amplitude of the signal depends not only on the
area of destruction but also on the velocity of its development [13, 12]. The last, referring to Figure 3, has a
complicated forms. However, it is necessary to take into
account that the product of duration and maximum value
of the amplitude is approximately proportional to the
square root of the area under the AE signal. Taking into
account that the duration and maximum of amplitudes of
signals are proportional to the

degree n is equals =0.46. It is therefore possible to consider within the limits of error that τ=k S T , where k is
the coefficient of proportion, i.e. the duration of signals is
proportional to the diameter (or radius) of a bar. Such a
correlation between the duration of the AE signal and diameter of a bar can be explained as the process of distraction is developing with a constant speed. However, complicated forms of signals do not to allow this supposition
to be accepted (Fig 3).

Fig 5. The dependence of alteration of the average amplitude of
AE signals on the area of the cross-section of graphite models

Fig 4. The dependence of the modification of the average
amplitude of AE signals on the area of the cross-section of the
graphite models

square root of the area of the cross-section of the bars, it
is necessary to expect that the area under the AE signals
must be proportional to the area of the cross-section of
the bars. For verification of this supposition from data of
the AE signal processing the graph of the relation of the
area under signals from the area of the cross-section of
the bars was created: Sc=f3(ST), which is presented on
Figure 6.
The square under signals is averaged during all
measuring for every series of the tested models of identical diameter. Values of the area under the curve of AE for
bars of identical diameter on the graph are presented as
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rectangles, the altitude of which shows the variation of
values of Sc.
In Figure 6, it can be seen that the relation between
the area under the curve of the AE signals and the area of
the cross-section of the bars has a linear character of
growth. The received results are described by the function:
(1)
Sc = 0.0951+ 1.1592 ST ,
where Sc and SТ are the area under the curve of the AE
signal and the area of the cross-section of the model. The
minimum dispersion was the criterion of approximation
of the experimental data, the value of which for (1) is
equal to σ 2 =0.0809.

the AE signals is directly proportional to the area of the
cross-section of the model. This result correlates well
with the results of theoretical research. At the same time,
the duration and maximal amplitude of the AE signals are
defined by the kinetics of the destruction process, and
regularities in their alteration testify the presence of acceleration (on the average) in its development.
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